
RAJA SURAPANENI

CANDIDATE FOR
TANA FOUNDATION
TRUSTEE (2021-2025)
BRIEF PROFILE:

PERSONAL PROFILE:

MY VISION:

I am happily married to Sri Lakshmi and blessed with two kids Hrishi venkatesh 
and Sriamruth. I am resident of St.Louis. I am a software professional and my wife 
is a doctor.

After the long service got an opportunity to be part of TANA EC(executive committe)
And became first Regional Vice President for south central region(2015-2017)
Conducted many programs like CPR, Dhim Tana, back pack program in St.Louis etc
Conducted kick off funding event for TANA 21st convention in St.Louis and successfully 
raised money for it.
Served in TANA for last 14 yeas at the capacity of Chair, and Co-Chair for various ad-hoc Served in TANA for last 14 yeas at the capacity of Chair, and Co-Chair for various ad-hoc 
and Conference commitees
Always humbled with the level of support, time and efforts that each of us put in for the 
well-being of our organization.
Actively involved in all the Tana chaitanyasravanthi activities from past 10 years
Organized Agriculture form and arranged a Rythukosam Tana program in 
Penuganchiprolu village, Krishna Dist. & distributed 500 agriculture kits to the farmers 
Distributed CPR kits in IndiaDistributed CPR kits in India

SERVICES:

I Sincerely request your vote and
elect me as TANA Foundation Trustee(2021-2025)

Started my career in Tana as volunteer in the year of 2001, became Tana life member. I'm very active in all the TANA activities and conventions. 
TANA Leadership recognized my services and made me part of  many committees with in Tana to extend my service towards community.

Chairperson Tana Patrika Advertisement (2009-2011),

Chairperson Transportation(2013-2015),

Dhim-tana St.Louis coordinator(2015)

Chairperson Event Coordination(2017-2019)

Foundation Trustee India

TANA EC Councilore - At large(executive committe) 2019

Part of  8 TANA convention in which I worked for different committesPart of  8 TANA convention in which I worked for different committes

1. Educate and empower woman in both Telugu states to curtail all kinds of 
harassments at vario-us levels.
2. Conduct career guidance and skill development workshops for unemployed youth.
3. Identify and motivate next generation to pledge for community services
4. Promote and campaign to reinforce telugu family system in treating parents and 
elders with respect and honor.
5. Educating farmers on utilization of crop subsidies, crop insurance and weather 5. Educating farmers on utilization of crop subsidies, crop insurance and weather 
technology


